
duvall voting makes your event more attractive, by actively involving participants in
your presentations. duvall voting offers you a wide range of options:

INTERACTIVE VOTING

INTERACTIVE
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Making decisions
The voting system can be used for votes with a simple
majority and in situations when a weighted majority is
required (such as a shareholders’ meeting). Voting systems
can also help to build consensus through focused questions.
Identify your audience
Learn more about who is in the room (occupation, gender,
region, department, training level…) and about their
preferences and opinions. Or test their level of expertise.

Dynamism
When used during a presentation, voting allows you to
adjust your presentation on-the-fly, using the feedback you
get from your audience. Did everyone understand every-
thing? Is it possible to decide on the next step? This is also
ideal for keeping people awake after a heavy lunch.
Consensus

Gauge whether your gut feeling meets with the audience’s
approval, so you’ll know whether they will back your
decision. By cross-referencing the results with the voters’
previously recorded characteristics, you can get a clear
insight in the consensus per subgroup.

Brainstorming

During a presentation, a question may rise that you want the
entire audience to give their opinion about. You can enter
this question into the system and the audience is then able
to vote on this question.

Employee satisfaction survey

Give your employees the opportunity to anonymously give
their opinion about subjects you would like to get more
information about.

Determine rankings
Provide a number of alternatives and allow the audience to
rank them according to their preference.

Knowledge testing

Show your audience the correct answer to the question you
asked. This allows you to immediately explain the question
and the corresponding answers.

Has your message been received?
During or after the presentation you can ask a question
about the contents of your presentation. This way, you will
know whether your presentation was clear to your audience.
Doing this during your presentation allows you to adjust
your presentation on time!

Gaming
Throw in a quiz as a welcome break: it cheers everyone up
and helps them to focus again. The computer can track
response times or assign penalties for incorrect answers.
A cleverly-designed quiz can also provide you with interest-
ing information.
Anonymous or not

You can link the voting system to a database of participants,
allowing you to record the results of individual participants.
You can divide participants into groups and you can review
results per group.

Evaluating
What did you think? On a scale of 1 to 5, for example.
Maybe you can see opinions evolving as the meeting
progresses?

Internet voting
Using their smartphone or tablet, participants can vote in
real-time, from another location.

Multiple voting

1 voting keypad can record multiple votes about the same
question.
The outcomes of various votes can be merged.
1 voting session can be held simultaneously across different
sites.



duvall’s interactive voting system is wireless and digital, flexible, yet simple:
 The voting keypads are simple and user-friendly.
 The software is flexible and allows for importing audio, video and other files
 The results are projected immediately, if necessary, during the voting.
 It allows to immediately cross-reference the results.

Voting can be done anonymously or with identification (via an ID card).
Detailed results are available in digital format (JPEG, Word, Excel...)

INTERACTIVE VOTING : TECHNOLOGY & REQUIREMENTS

We would like to have everything (questions, visuals, participants, script) at last one week before the event.
Last-minute changes, such as adding or adjusting questions are always possible (even during the event).
Do not hesitate to contact us for more information or advice

duvall provides :
 voting Station +  voting keypads + (possibly) ID cards
 laptop with IVS Pro software + licence key
 creation and programming of the voting script.

You will receive a comprehensive briefing about
 how best to present your questions
 how to instruct the audience in the use of the voting keypads
 how to present the results

A duvall technician operates a dedicated voting computer, which is different from the computer
running the PowerPoint presentations. In other words, a switcher will be needed to switch between
the PowerPoint and the voting.

We need in advance:
 The questions and answers (+ indication of the correct answer, if applicable)
 Visuals, e.g. a PowerPoint slide model, to give the voting presentation the same look-and-feel

as the other presentations
 A list of participants (to program the keypads for identified voting)
 A script of the event
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